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The classical definitions of the Fourier algebras B(G ) and A(G ) of a locally com-
pact group are extended to an arbitrary measured groupoid G. Dualities are
established between B(G ) and A(G ) and the convolution algebras C+*(G ) and
VN(G ) in the framework of operator modules. They are used to generalize results
of Varopoulos and Pisier about Littlewood functions and completely bounded
multipliers.  1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
G. Pisier in [16, 17] has recently given a new proof of a theorem of
N. Varopoulos [22, Theorem 4] about Schur multipliers and Littlewood
tensors. In fact, he has a more general result which he specializes both to
the group case and to the case studied by Varopoulos.
We shall adapt Pisier’s proof to the case of an arbitrary measured r-discrete
groupoid. In order to formulate this result, we introduce in the first section
the FourierStieltjes algebra B(G) and the Fourier algebra A(G ) of a
measured groupoid, i.e. a locally compact groupoid G equipped with a con-
tinuous Haar system * (as in [19]) and a quasi-invariant measure +. The
elements of B(G ) are defined as bounded coefficients of unitary representa-
tions, or more precisely, functions of the form # [ (! b r(#), L(#)’ b s(#)),
where !, ’ are essentially bounded measurable sections of a measurable
G-Hilbert bundle H. The elements of A(G ) are the bounded coefficients of
the regular representation H=L2(G, *), with a possible multiplicity. In the
case of the trivial groupoid G=X_X, the algebra B(G ) already appears in
Krein [12] and in Grothendieck [8] (its elements are the Hilbertian func-
tions). More recently, A. Ramsay and M. Walter have defined in [18] the
FourierStieltjes of a topological groupoid rather than of a measured groupoid;
while some parts of the theory overlap, the measure theoretical setting adopted
here is simpler and better suited to our goal; to explain the difference, one can
say that they study in the case of a space X the bounded Borel functions on X
while we study the essentially bounded measurable functions on X.
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Just as for groups, the FourierStieltjes and the Fourier algebras play a
crucial ro^le in the duality theory of the convolution algebras C+*(G ) and
VN(G ). To express this duality, one has to take into account the pre-
sence of the unit space X=G (0). The main result of the second section
(Theorem 2.1) identifies B(G ) as the dual of L2(X )*hX C+*(G )hX L2(X )
(and VN(G ) as the dual of L2(X )*hX A(G )hX L2(X )). Here, we use the
framework of operator spaces of [1, 6] and hX means the Haagerup
tensor product over L(X ) (as defined in [2]). The crux of the proof is a
now standard application of the HahnBanach theorem (cf. [15] and [9]).
This result also provides an interpretation of B(G ) as a space of completely
bounded linear maps. For example, in the case G=X_X, B(G ) can be
viewed as the space of Schur multipliers. In the general case, the elements
of B(G) are exactly the functions which define by pointwise multiplication
a bounded or, equivalently, a completely bounded linear map of C+*(G )
into itself (Theorem 2.2).
The third and last section studies the multiplier algebras MA(G ) and
M0A(G ). Just as in the case of groups, the elements of MA(G ) (resp.
M0A(G )) are the functions which define by pointwise multiplication a
bounded (resp. completely bounded) linear map of VN(G ) into itself. These
multiplier algebras of VN(G ), contrarily to those of C*(G ), may differ. The
algebras B(G ), MA(G ) and M0A(G) all coincide when G is amenable and
it is likely that B(G ) and M0A(G ) coincide only in that case (this has been
proved by M. Bozejko in [3] in the case of a discrete group). An impor-
tant observation, due to Bozejko and Fendler in [4] in the group case, is
that the canonical map from M0A(G ) into B(G V G ) is an isometry. When
they are viewed as the G-invariant elements of B(G V G ), the elements of
M0A(G ) are the HerzSchur multipliers (Theorem 3.1). The main results
of this work concern an arbitrary r-discrete measured groupoid and are
on one hand the Theorem 3.2, which characterizes the elements . of
L(G) with the property =. # B(G ) for every = # L(G ) and on the other
the Theorem 3.3, which characterizes the elements . of L(G ) with
the property =. # M0A(G ) for every = # L(G ). The first ones are the
Littlewood functions, i.e. the functions which admit a decomposition
.=.r+.s such that
sup
x
:
r(#)=x
|.r(#)| 2< and sup
x
:
s(#)=x
|.s(#)| 2<
while the second ones are the Varopoulos functions, i.e. the measurable
functions for which there exists a finite M such that
:
(#, #$) # A x_B x
|.(#&1#$)| 2M max( |Ax|, |Bx| )
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for all measurable subsets A, B of G and almost every x. The main
ingredient of the proof is the version of the non-commutative Grothendieck
inequality presented in [17] which we apply to the von Neumann algebra
VN(G) and translate into a statement about the Fourier algebra A(G) via
duality theory.
The results of the last section have been announced in [21]. I wish to
thank C. Anantharaman-Delaroche, who suggested to me the use of the
Haagerup tensor product to express the duality between the Fourier
algebras and the operator algebras, P. Muhly for teaching me the theory
of operator modules and A. Ramsay who made available to me at an early
stage his joint work [18] with M. Walter and with whom I have had useful
discussions on the subject.
Let us fix our assumptions and notation. We shall use unless stated
otherwise the definitions and the results of [19] and [20]. The data will
consist here of a second countable locally compact groupoid G, endowed
with a faithful transverse measure 4. We assume that G possesses a Haar
system *. The disintegration of 4 with respect to * provides a quasi-
invariant measure + with modular function $ (by definition, the measures
+ b * and + b *&1 are equivalent and $ is the RadonNikodym derivative of
+ b * with respect to + b *&1). We shall also use the symmetric measure
&=$&12(+ b *) on G. The triple (G, *, +) will be called a measured groupoid.
For 1p, we shall write Lp(G) and Lp(G(0)) instead of Lp(G, &) and
Lp(G(0), +).
1. THE FOURIER ALGEBRAS OF A MEASURED GROUPOID
1.1. Positive Type Functions
The extension of the classical theories of positive type functions on
groups and of positive type kernels to more general groupoids is
straightforward.
Proposition 1.1. Let (G, *, +) be a measured groupoid and let . be an
element of L(G ). Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) For every positive integer n and every ‘1 , ..., ‘n # C, the inequality
:
i, j
.(#&1i #j ) ‘i‘j0
holds for +-almost every x # G (0) and *x-almost every #1 , ..., #n # Gx.
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(ii) For every ‘ # Cc(G), the inequality
|| .(#&11 #2) ‘(#1) ‘(#2) d*x(#1) d*x(#2)0
holds for almost every x # G (0).
(iii) For every f # Cc(G ), we have the inequality
| .(#)( f * V f )(#) d&(#)0
(iv) There exists a measurable G-Hilbert bundle H and ! in
L(G (0), H) such that
.(#)=(!, !)(#) =def (! b r(#), L(#)! b s(#))
Proof. See [18].
Remark 1.1. As we shall see again, a function . of positive type admits
a restriction .(0) to the unit space G (0). If .=(!, !), then .(0)(x)=&!(x)&2
and &.&L (G )=&.(0)&L (G (0)) .
Definition 1.1. An element . of L(G ) satisfying the above condi-
tions will be said to be of positive type. The set of (classes of essentially
bounded) functions of positive type on G will be denoted by P(G ).
Remark 1.2. Just as in the case of groups, one can also define operator-
valued positive type functions. Most of the results of this section can be
established in this setting. However, for the sake of simplicity, we shall
stick for the moment to the scalar case. The extension to operator-valued
functions will be discussed in the section on the matrix-normed structures
of the Fourier algebras.
The following properties are immediate:
Proposition 1.2. The following properties hold :
(i) Let G and H be measured groupoids. If . is in P(G ) and  is in
P(H ), then . is in P(G_H ).
(ii) Let G and H be measured groupoids and ?: G  H be a
measurable homomorphism. If . is in P(H ) then . b ? is in P(G ).
(iii) The sum of two functions of positive type on G is a function of
positive type.
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(iv) The ( pointwise) product of two functions of positive type on G is
a function of positive type.
Proof. Left to the reader.
1.2. The FourierStieltjes Algebra B(G )
In the next proposition and in the sequel, I2 denotes the trivial groupoid
on the set [1, 2].
Proposition 1.3. Let . be an element of L(G). Then the following
conditions are equivalent:
(i) . is a linear combination of elements of P(G ).
(ii) There exists a measurable G-Hilbert bundle H and sections
!, ’ # L(G (0), H ) such that .=(!, ’), where (!, ’)(#) =def (! b r(#),
L(#) ’ b s(#))
(iii) There exists \ and { in P(G ) such that ( \.*
.
{ ) is an element of
P(G_I2 ).
Proof. (i) O (ii). One can write *(!, !)++(’, ’) as (*!+’, !’) by
using the direct sum of the G-Hilbert bundles.
(ii) O (i). The polarization identity expresses (!, ’) as a linear com-
bination of four functions of positive type.
(ii) O (iii). Suppose .=(!, ’). Define \=(!, !), {=(’, ’) and
F=( \.*
.
{ ). Then F=(‘, ‘), where ‘=!e1+’e2 is a section of
the G_I2 -Hilbert bundle HC2, where (HC2)(x, i )=HxC2 and
L(#, (i, j ))=L(#)ei.j . More explicitly, if we write !1=! , !2=’ and
‘(x, i )=!i (x)ei , then we have (‘, ‘)(#, (i, j ))=(!i , !j )(#).
(iii) O (ii). We may write F=( \.*
.
{ ) as (‘, ‘) where ‘ is a section of
the G_I2-Hilbert bundle H. We define the following G-Hilbert module
H$ as follows: H$x=H(x, 1)H(x, 2) and
L$(#)=(12) \L(#, (1, 1))L(#, (2, 1))
L(#, (1, 2))
L(#, (2, 2))+ .
We define the following sections of H$ : !(x)=(‘(x, 1), 0) and ’(x)=
(0, ‘(x, 2). Then .(#)=(‘, ‘)(#, (1, 2))=(12)(!, ’)(#). K
Definition 1.2. An element . of L(G ) satisfying the above conditions
will be called a (unitary and essentially bounded) coefficient. The set of
(unitary and essentially bounded) coefficients on G will be denoted by
B(G ).
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The set B(G ) of coefficients of G is clearly a linear subspace of L(G ).
Moreover, it is closed under pointwise multiplication; this reflects the
operation of tensoring representations: (!1 , ’1)(!2 , ’2)=(!1 !2 , ’1 ’2).
It is also closed under the involution .*(#)=. (#&1); this reflects the
unitarity of the representations: if .=(!, ’), then .*=(’, !). This makes
B(G ) into an involutive commutative algebra. It remains to define a norm
to turn it into an involutive Banach algebra. The following lemma com-
pletes the proposition.
Lemma 1.1. Let . belong to B(G ). Then the following conditions are
equivalent:
(i) There exists a measurable G-Hilbert bundle H and measurable
sections !, ’ essentially bounded by 1 in norm such that .=(!, ’).
(ii) There exists elements of P(G ) \ and { essentially bounded by 1
such that ( \.*
.
{ ) belongs to P(G_I2 ).
Proof. This results from the fact that, if \=(!, !), then \(x)=&!(x)&2
for x # G (0) and from the proof of the above proposition.
Corollary 1.1. For . # B(G ), the following numbers are equal:
(i) &.&B(G )=inf &!& &’& where the infimum is taken over all the
representations .=(!, ’).
(ii) inf &F&L  (G ) where the infimum is taken over all the functions F in
P(G_I2 ) such that .(#)=F(#, (1, 2)).
Proposition 1.4.. The function & &B(G ) as defined above is a norm on
B(G ) which makes it into an involutive Banach algebra.
Proof. If .=(!, ’), then |.(#)|&! b r(#)& &’ b s(#)&, hence &.&L  (G )
&.&. In particular &.&=0  .=0.
If &.&<:, there exists F # P(G_I2 ) such that F(1, 2)=. and
&F&L  (G )<:. Similarly, if &.$&<:$, there exists F $ # P(G_I2 ) such that
F $(1, 2)=.$ and &F $&L (G )<:$. Then F+F $ # P(G_I2), &F+F $&L  (G )<
:+:$ and F(1, 2)+F $(1, 2)=.+.$, hence &.+.$&<:+:$.
The representation (!!$, ’’$) of ..$, where .=(!, ’) and
.$=(!$, ’$) gives &..$&&.& &.$&.
The representation .*=(’, !) of .=(!, ’) gives &.*&=&.&.
Suppose that the sequence (.n) in B(G ) satisfies &.n &<:n with
 :n<. Then there exists a sequence (Fn) in P(G_I2 ) such that
.n=Fn(1, 2) and &Fn&L  (G )<:n . Then F= Fn exists in L(G_I2 ) and
is of positive type by, for example, characterization (iii) of Proposition 1.1.
We know that .= .n exists in L(G) because &.n &L (G )&.n&<:n .
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Since .=F(1, 2), . belongs to B(G ). Moreover the series  .n converges
to . in B(G) because &.&n1 .i &&F&
n
1 Fi &L  (G ) tends to zero. K
Definition 1.3. The involutive Banach algebra B(G) is called the
FourierStieltjes algebra of the measured groupoid G.
Example 1.1. When G=X is a groupoid reduced to its unit space, then
B(X )=L(X ).
Example 1.2. When G is a locally compact group, B(G ) is the usual
FourierStieltjes algebra of the group, as defined by P. Eymard in [7].
Example 1.3. When G=X_X is the trivial groupoid with unit space X,
where (X, +) is a measure space, the elements of B(G ) are the Hilbertian func-
tions, as defined by A. Grothendieck in [8]. Indeed . # L(X_X, +_+)
belongs to B(G ) if and only if there exists a Hilbert space Hin fact,
L2(X, +) will doand bounded measurable functions !, ’: X  H such
that the equality .(x, y)=(!(x), ’( y )) holds for almost every (x, y) #
X_X. The algebra B(X_X ) also appears in Krein [12], with a different
but equivalent norm.
1.3. The Fourier Algebra A(G)
The regular representation Reg of the measured groupoid (G, *, +) is
given by the regular G-Hilbert bundle L2(G, *); its fiber at x is L2(G, *x),
the action of G is given by left translation: (#!)(#$)=!(#&1#$) and Cc(G )
provides a fundamental family of sections. We shall also consider the
regular representation with multiplicity L2(G, *, H), where H is a Hilbert
space.
Definition 1.4. The Fourier algebra A(G) of the measured groupoid
(G, *, +) is defined as the closed linear span in B(G) of the coefficients of
the regular representation.
Lemma 1.2. Every element of A(G ) can be written as a coefficient of the
regular representation with infinite multiplicity L2(G, *, l 2 ).
Proof. One checks that the space of such coefficients is closed under
addition and limits. Moreover, every such coefficient is a limit of a linear
combination of coefficients of the regular representation. K
This is indeed an involutive algebra, in fact:
Proposition 1.5. The Fourier algebra A(G ) is a norm-closed involutive
ideal of B(G).
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Proof. Let (/, ’) be a coefficient of L2(G, *) and (/$, ’$) a coefficient of
an arbitrary G-Hilbert bundle H. Then (/, ’)(/$, ’$) is a coefficient of the
G-Hilbert bundle L2(G, *)H=L2(G, *, H) which is isomorphic to a
subbundle of L2(G, *, l 2), the regular G-Hilbert bundle whose fiber at x is
L2(G, *x, l 2). Indeed, let s*H be the induced Hilbert bundle over G via the
source map s. Then the fundamental isomorphism U from L2(G, *, H)
onto L2(G, *, s*H) defined by ! (#)=#&1!(#) trivializes the action of G on
H: the action on L2(G, *, H) is given by L(#) !(#$)=#!(#&1#$) and the
action on L2(G, *, s*H) is just the regular action L (#) ! (#$)=! (#&1#$).
Finally, s*H can be embedded into the trivial Hilbert bundle G_l 2. This
shows that (/, ’)(/$, ’$) is in A(G ). Hence A(G) is an ideal of B(G ). K
Lemma 1.3. Given any compact set K in G, one can find f, g # Cc(G ) such
that f * V g(#)=1 for # # K.
Proof. We first pick g # Cc(G ) such that  g(#&1) d*x(#)=1 for x # s(K).
Then we pick f # Cc(G ) such that f (#)=1 for # # K supp g&1. K
Proposition 1.6. The elements . of B(G ) which have an r-compact sup-
port (that is, for every compact subset K of G (0), supp(.) has a compact
intersection with r&1(K )) form a dense involutive subalgebra of the Fourier
algebra A(G).
Proof. Let . be an element of B(G) with r-compact support. Since
A(G ) is a left L(G (0))-module, we can use a partition of the unity in
L(G (0)) to reduce the problem to the case when . has compact support.
The lemma gives f, g # Cc(G ) such that the coefficient ( f, g) of the regular
representation satisfies ( f, g)(#)=1 for # in the support of .. Hence
.=.( f, g) is in A(G ). On the other hand, !, ’ # L(G (0), L2(G, *)) can be
approximated in L(G (0), L2(G, *)) by elements !n , ’n with r-compact sup-
port. Then the coefficient (!n , ’n) approximate (!, ’) and has an r-compact
support. K
2. FOURIER ALGEBRAS AND DUALITY
In the case of a locally compact group G, it is well known that the
Banach space B(G) is the dual of the full C*-algebra C*(G ) and that the
von Neumann algebra VN(G) has A(G ) as its predual. To obtain a duality
between Fourier algebras and convolution algebras of more general
groupoids, one has to take into account the unit space. As in the previous
section, we consider a measured groupoid (G, *, +).
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2.1. The Operator Algebras C+*(G ) and VN(G)
Let us recall from [20] that every (continuous and involutive) represen-
tation of the convolution algebra Cc(G, *) in a separable Hilbert space is
obtained by integrating a representation of G: given a quasi-invariant
measure + and a measurable G-Hilbert bundle H, the integrated represen-
tation L is given by the Hilbert space L2(G (0), H) and the coefficients
(!, L( f )’)=| (! b r(#), L(#)’ b s(#)) f (#) d&(#)
where !, ’ are in L2(G (0), H) and f is in Cc(G ). The quasi-invariant
measure + is fixed throughout this work and we shall only consider those
representations which are absolutely continuous with respect to +. Any
such representation L extends to the involutive Banach algebra
LI (G ) =def L(G (0), L1(G, *)) & L(G (0), L1(G, *&1)) defined as the space of
functions [ f : G  C which are measurable and such that the maps
x [  | f | d*x,  | f | d*x are essentially bounded. It is normed by
& f &I=max {supx | | f | d*x, supx | | f | d*x= .
We shall denote by C+*(G ) the completion of LI (G ) for the C*-norm
& f &=sup &L( f )& where L ranges over all representations which are
absolutely continuous with respect to +.
The regular representation Reg is given by the regular G-Hilbert bundle
L2(G, *) defined in [Sect. 1.3]. The reduced C*-algebra C*red (G) is
obtained by completing Cc(G) for the norm & f &red=&Reg( f )&, where Reg
is the regular representation and the von Neumann algebra VN(G ) is the
bicommutant Reg(Cc(G))" of the regular representation on the Hilbert
space L2(G (0), L2(G, *))=L2(G, + b *).
2.2. The Duality between B(G) and C+*(G)
It is convenient to use the framework of operator spaces (see for example
[1] or [6]). We recall that a Hilbert space H has an operator space struc-
ture given by H/B(C, H ) and that its dual H* has the operator space
structure given by H*/B(H, C). The scalar product provides a conjugate
linear isometry ! [ !* from H onto H*. Given two Hilbert spaces H and
K, an operator T # B(H, K) and a vector ’ # K, we shall use the notation
’*T =def (T*’)* (=t T(’*)) which defines the transpose of T. Given an
operator space E and x1 , ..., xn # E, we shall denote by [xi1] # Mn1(E )
(resp. [x1i ] # M1n(E )) the column (resp. row) vector it defines.
As before, we are given a measured groupoid (G, *, +). Besides their
operator space structures, the spaces C+*(G ), L2(G (0)) and L2(G (0))* are
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modules over the algebra A=L(G (0)). For the sake of readibility, we
shall write X=G (0). The actions are defined by
hfk(#)=h(r(#)) f (#) k(s(#)) for h, k # L(X ) and f # LI (G )
ha(x)=h(x)a(x) for h # L(X ) and a # L2(X )
a*h=(h a)* for h # L(X ) and a # L2(X ).
These operations make C+*(G ), L2(X ) and L2(X )* into completely con-
tractive operator L(X )-modules in the sense of [2].
Given an operator algebra A, a right A-operator module E and a left
A-operator module F, one can define (see [2]) the module Haagerup
tensor product of E and F over A, denoted by EhA F. It is the quotient
of the Haagerup tensor product Eh F by the closed subspace spanned by
the tensors ea f&eaf. It is also the completion of the algebraic tensor
product EA F with respect to the semi-norm &u&=inf &e& & f & where e
ranges over M1l (E ), f ranges over Ml1(F ) and u=e xA f= eiA fi . In
our case, the algebra A is L(X ) and we write hX instead of hL  (X ) .
Definition 2.1. Given a measured groupoid (G, *, +), we define the
space X(G )=L2(X )*hX C+*(G )hX L2(X ). Its positive part X(G)+ is
defined as the image of the closed convex cone generated by the elements
a*Ta with a # L2(X ) and T is a positive element of C+*(G ). It has a
conjugate linear involution defined by (a* f b)*=b* f *a and a
self-adjoint real linear subspace defined by X(G )s.a.=[u # X(G ): u=u*].
The image of a*Tb in X will be written a*Tb.
Proposition 2.1. Let u be an arbitrary element of X(G).
(i) It admits a representation u=a*Tb with a* # L2(X )*, b # L2(X )
and T # C+*(G ).
(ii) Its norm is given by &u&=inf &a*&2 &T& &b&2 where the infimum
is taken over all the possible representations u=a*Tb.
(iii) It belongs to X(G )s.a. if and only if it admits a representation
u=a*Ta where a is in L2(X ) and T is a self-adjoint element of C+*(G).
Proof. (i) and (ii). The element u admits the representation
u=ij ai*Tijbj with [ai1], [bj1 ] # L2(X ) l 2 and [Tij] # B(H l 2),
where C+*(G ) has been realized as a subalgebra of B(H ). One sets
a=(i |ai | 2)12, b=( j |bj | 2)12. Then one can write ai=hia, bj=kjb with
i |hi | 2=1,  j |kj | 2=1 and u=a*Tb with T=i, j h i Tijkj . Moreover, one
has &a*&2=&[a*1i]&, &b&2=&[bj1]& and
&T&=&[h 1i][Tij][kj1]&&[h1i ]& &[Tij ]& &[kj1]&&[Tij ]&.
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(iii) Suppose that u=a*Sb is self-adjoint. We define c=(|a|2+|b| 2)12.
Then we have a=hc, b=kc with h, k # L(X ) and we may write
u=c*h Skc. Then T=(h Sk+k S*h)2 is selfadjoint and u=c*Tc.
Remark 2.1. One defines similarly the space L2(X )*hX BhX L2(X ),
where B is any C*-algebra on which L(X ) acts by multipliers, for
example, one can take B=L(X ), or MC+*(G) (the multiplier algebra of
C+*(G)), or the C*-subalgebra C+*(G )
t
generated by L(X ) and C+*(G ).
The space obtained for this last choice of A is particularly useful and will
be denoted by X(G )
t
. Note that it contains the space L1(X )=
L2(X )*hX L(X )hX L2(X ). We shall use implicitly the fact that a
representation L of C+*(G ) extends uniquely to C+*(G ) and to MC+*(G ).
In particular, a coefficient .=(!, ’) # B(G ) of a representation L defines
a linear functional on any of these spaces L2(X )*hX AhX L2(X )
according to the formula
(V) .(a*Tb)=(a!, L(T)b’).
Our first goal is to show that B(G ) is the dual of the space X(G ). The
duality between the spaces B(G ) and X(G ) is given by the formula (V).
Lemma 2.1. With above notation,
(i) For every . # B(G), there exists a unique bounded linear func-
tional 8 on X(G ) such that
8(a*fb)=| (a b r) .f (b b s) d&
for a, b # L2(X ), f # LI (G).
(ii) The functional 8 is positive if and only if . is of positive type.
(iii) The map . [ 8 respects the involution: 8(u*)=8*(u).
Proof. (i). For any . # L(G), the integral on the right handside is
well defined and satisfies
} | (a b r) .f (b b s) d& }&a&2 &.& & f &I &b&2 .
If moreover .=(!, ’), where !, ’ # L(X, H) belongs to B(G ), this
integral can be written (a!, L( f ) b’) where L is the integrated represen-
tation and a! # L2(X, H) is defined by a!(x)=a(x) !(x). Let us first
define 8 on the Haagerup tensor product L2(X )*h C+*(G )h L2(X ).
Suppose that the element U # L2(X )*h C+*(G )h L2(X ) is written as
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U=a* x f x b, with a # L2(X, C p), f # Mp, q(C+*(G)), b # L2(X, Cq) (this
means that U=i, j ai* fi, jbj ), then we define
8(U )=(a!, (L1)( f )b’)
where a! # L2(X, Hp), b! # L2(X, Hq) and (L1)( f )i, j=L( fi, j ). This yields
|8(U )|&a&2 &!& & f & &b&2 &’&
hence |8(U )|&!& &’& &U& and &8&&.&B(G ) . Finally, since 8
vanishes on the elements a*h f kb&a*hfkb as above, it factors
through the quotient.
(ii) If .=(!, !) is of positive type, then
8(a*Ta)=(a!, L(T )a!)
is positive when T # C+*(G )) is positive. By continuity, it is positive on
X(G )+. Conversely, if 8 is positive, then  .( f * V f ) d& is positive for
every f # Cc(G ) and, according to Proposition 1.1, . is of positive type.
(iii) One checks the equality on u=a*fb and uses the symmetry of
the measure &. K
We want to show that the map . [ l.=8 is isometric and onto. The
case of a positive linear functional is easily handled.
Lemma 2.2. Let X(G) be as above.
(i) Every element u # X(G)+ can be written u=a*Ta, where
a # L2(X ) and T is a positive element of C+*(G )).
(ii) Let 9 be a positive linear functional on X(G ) of norm not greater
than one. Then there is a unique  # P(G ) such that 9=l . Moreover,
&&1.
Proof. For (i), we first observe that the set of elements of X(G ) of the
form u=a*Ta, where a # L2(X ) and T is a positive element of C+*(G)) is
closed under positive scalar multiplication and finite sums. Let us show
that it is closed for the norm. Suppose that u is the limit of un=an*Tnan
with Tn positive. We write u=a*Ta with a cyclic for L(X ). By continuity,
we obtain that for every .=(!, !) # P(G), (a!, L(T )a!)=8(u)0. There-
fore, L(T )0 for every representation L and T0.
For (ii), we choose a function c # L2(X ) which is continuous and
does not vanish. The linear functional 81 on C*(G) defined by 91(T )=
9(c*Tc) is positive and can therefore be written 91(T)=(!1 , L(T)!1)
where L is a representation of C*(G ) in a Hilbert space H and !1 # H .
According to the result of [20] already quoted, there exists a quasi-
invariant measure and a measurable G-Hilbert bundle H disintegrating the
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representation L. Since the representation of C0(X ) provided by 91 is
absolutely continuous with respect to +, we may use + as the quasi-
invariant measure of this disintegration. Thus we may assume that
H=L2(X, H) and write
91( f )=| (!1 b r(#), L(#)!1 b s(#)) f (#) d&(#)
for f # Cc(G ). One deduces the equality 9((hc)* f (hc))=(h!1 , L( f )h!1)
for every h # Cc(X ) and every f # Cc(G). Using an approximate unit in
C*(G ), the norm estimate on 9 gives &h!1&2&hc&2 for every h # Cc(G ).
Thus we may write !1=c! where ! # L(X, H) has norm less than one.
This gives
9((hc)* f (kc))=| (!, !) hc f (kc) d&
for every h, k # Cc(X ). By density, this implies that 9((a*Tb)=
(a!, L(T )b!) for every a, b # L2(X ) and T # C+*(G ). Thus we have written
9= with =(!, !) # P(G ). The uniqueness is clear: let 1 , 2 # B(G) be
such that 9= 1= 2 , then  1 f d&= 2 f d& for every f # Cc(G ) and
1=2 . K
The main result is an application of the HahnBanach theorem. The
proof given below is modelled after Haagerup [9].
Theorem 2.1. The map . [ 8 defined above is an isometry from B(G )
onto the dual of L2(X )*hX C+*(G)hL  (X ) L2(X ).
Proof. Let 8 be a bounded linear functional on X(G ) of norm not
greater than one. We introduce the groupoid G_I2 and the space
X (G_I2) corresponding to the algebra C+*
t
(G)(G_I2) generated by
C+*(G_I2) and L(X_[1, 2]) as in Remark 2.1. We shall construct a
positive linear functional 9 on X (G_I2), with 8 as the right upper corner.
The elements of X (G_I2) will be written as (2_2)-matrices with coef-
ficients in X (G ), for example [a*(i ) T (i, j ) b( j )]. We fix vectors c(1) and
c(2) in L2(X ) cyclic for L(X ). Let E be the linear subspace of C+*
t
(G_I2)
consisting of the matrices of the form [T(i, j )], i=1, 2, where T(1, 2) and
T(2, 1) belong to C+*(G) and T(i, i )=T(i ) belongs to L(X ). We define
on E the linear functional 91 by the formula
91(T )= :
i=1, 2
| c (i, x) T(i )(x) c(i, x) d+(x)
+8(c(2)* T(2, 1) c(1))+8*(c(1)* T(1, 2) c(2)).
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I claim that 91 is positive on positive elements. By continuity, it is
enough to check the positivity on the positive matrices T=[T(i, j )] such
that T(1) and T(2) are bounded from below by a strictly positive number.
Then, the positivity of T is equivalent to the positivity of
\ 1T(2)&12 T(12)* T(1)&12
T(1)&12 T(1, 2) T(2)&12
1 + .
But the positivity of this latter matrix is equivalent to the norm condition
&T(1)&12 T(1, 2) T(2)&12&1
We write S=T(1)&12 T(1, 2) T(2)&12. Then
|8(c(1)* T(1, 2) c(2))|=|8(c(1)* T(1)12 ST(2)12 c(2))|
&T(1)12 c(1)&2 &T(2)12 c(2)&2
Hence
91(T ) :
1, 2
&T(i )12 c(i )&22&2 &T(1)
12 c(1)&2 &T(2)12 c(2)&20.
By Krein theorem, it extends to a positive linear functional, 9 1 on
C+*
t
(G_I2) of norm 9 1(1)=&c&22=&c(1)&
2
2+&c(2)&
2
2. Since c=(c(1), c(2))
is cyclic for L(X_[1, 2]), there exists by extension by continuity a
positive linear functional 9 on X (G_I2) of norm not greater than one
such that 9(c*Tc)=9 1(T ) for T #C+*
t
(G_I2). By construction, for a
matrix T which has T(1, 2) as only nonzero entry, 9(c*Tc)=
8(c(1)* T(1, 2) c(2)). Therefore, 9(1, 2)=8, which is what we wanted.
Now, according to part (ii) of the previous lemma, there exists
 # P(G_I2) of norm not greater than one such that 9=l . If we define
, as the right upper corner ,=(1, 2), we have 8=l, . Moreover, we
know that &,&1. This concludes the proof that l : B(G )  X(G )* is
isometric and onto. K
Remark 2.2. There is a norm decreasing inclusion from L1(G ) into X(G ).
Indeed, every f # Cc(G ) admits a representation f (#)=a b r(#) g(#)b b s(#)
with a, b # L2(X ) and g # Cc(G ). The element a*gb # X(G) depends on f
only since for every . # B(G), .(a*gb)= f. d&. Moreover, this shows
that &a*gb&& f &1 . In the case G=X_X, where X is a measure space,
this is the well known inclusion of L1(X_X )=L1(X )? L1(X ) into
L1(X )H$ L1(X ) (which is equivalent, according to the Grothendieck
inequality, to L1(X )= L1(X )). In the case of a locally compact group, this
inclusion can be written f [  f (#) L(#) d&(#), where L is the universal
representation of G.
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We may combine the theorem with the following result:
Proposition 2.2. There is a complete isometry:
(X(G))*=CBX, X (C+*(G ), B(L2(X )))
where the right-hand side is the operator space of completely bounded linear
maps from C+*(G ) into B(L2(X )) which commute with the left and right
actions of L(X ).
Proof. It is known [6, Corollary 4.6] that the standard dual of
H*h Eh H is completely isometric to the operator space CB(E, B(H )).
The isometry 8 [ 81 is defined by
(a, 81(T )b)=8(a*Tb)
where a, b # H=L2(X ) and T # E=C+*(G ). It is clear from this formula
that 8 factors thru X(G ) if and only if 81 is a bimodule map for the left
and right actions of L(X ). K
There is a fourth interpretation of the FourierStieltjes algebra B(G ),
which has been already observed by several authors, notably in [18],
where it is used to define the norm, and in [13] in the case of an r-discrete
principal groupoid. The following proposition is essentially Theorem 4.1 of
[18].
Proposition 2.3. Let . be an element of B(G ). Then pointwise multi-
plication by . defines a completely bounded linear map from C+*(G ) into
itself. Moreover, its completely bounded norm is not greater than &.&.
Proof. Let us write .=(!, ’) with !, ’ # L(G (0), K) and (M, K) a
representation of G. Given an integer n, an arbitrary representation (L, H)
of G_In and :, ; # L2(G (0)_[1, ..., n], H), we may write, for f # Cc(G_In)
(:, L(.f );)=(:~ , L ( f ); )
where L is the representation LM on the bundle HK (with fiber
Hx, iKx and :~ (resp. ; ) is the square-integrable section :~ (x, i)=
:(x, i)!(x) (resp. ; (x, i )=;(x, i )’(x)). Since &:~ &2&:&2 &!& and
&; &2&;&2 &’& , we deduce that
|(:, L(.f );)|&:&2 &.& & f &C+*(G_I n ) &;&2 .
This shows that &.f &C+*(G_In )&.& & f &C +*(G_I n ) . K
Let us summarize the various characterizations of the elements of the
FourierStieltjes algebra B(G ) that we have encountered.
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Theorem 2.2. Let . be an element of L(G). Then the following condi-
tions are equivalent:
(i) . belongs to B(G ) and has norm not greater than one.
(ii) For every a, b # L2(X ) and every f # Cc(G ),
} | a b r(#).(#) f (#) b b s(#) d&(#) }&a&2 & f & &b&2 .
(iii) . defines by pointwise multiplication a completely bounded linear
map from C*+(G ) into B(L2(X )) of completely bounded norm not greater
than one.
(iv) . defines by pointwise multiplication a bounded linear map from
C+*(G) into B(L2(X )) of norm not greater than one.
(v) . defines by pointwise multiplication a completely bounded linear
map from C+*(G ) into C+*(G ) of completely bounded norm not greater than
one.
(vi) . defines by pointwise multiplication a bounded linear map from
C+*(G) into C+*(G ) of norm not greater than one. Moreover the corresponding
notions of positivity all coincide.
Proof. The equivalence of (i), (ii) and (iii) has been already established.
The above proposition shows that (i) implies (v). The implications
(v) O (vi), (vi) O (iv) and (iv) O (ii) are all obvious. K
2.3. Matrix Norm Structures on B(G )
The interpretation of B(G) as a space of completely bounded linear
operators, namely CBX, X (C+*(G ), B(L2(X )), provides it with two matrix
norm structures:
B(G, Mn) =
def CBX, X (C+*(G), B(L2(X ))Mn)
B(G, Mn*) =
def CBX, X (C+*(G)Mn , B(L2(X ))).
We shall give an alternate definition of these spaces.
In order to define B(G, Mn), we introduce operator-valued positive type
functions. Given an auxiliary measurable G-Hilbert bundle K, an essen-
tially bounded measurable function .: # # G [ .(#) # B(Ks(#) , Kr(#)) will be
said of positive type if for every positive integer m, +-almost every x # G (0)
and *x-almost every #1 , ..., #m # Gx the matrix [#i .(#&1i #j )#
&1
j ] defines a
positive operator in B(Kmx ). The condition (iv) of Proposition 1.1 says in
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this context that . is of positive type if and only if there exists a represen-
tation (L, H) of G and an essentially bounded measurable function
!: x # G (0) [ !(x) # B(Kx , Hx) such that .(#)=(! b r(#))* L(#)! b s(#). We
shall write simply .=!*!. The set of these operator-valued positive type
functions will be denoted by P(G, B(K)) or by P(G, Mn) in the case of the
trivial bundle K=G (0)_Cn. The Banach space B(G, B(K)) is the linear
span of P(G, B(K)). More generally, one can define the Banach space
B(G, B(H2 , H1)), where Hi , i=1, 2 are two fixed measurable Hilbert
bundles over X. Its elements are the functions of the form .(#) =def
!1*!2(#)=(!1 b r(#))* L(#) !2 b s(#), where (L, H) is a representation of
G and !i belong to L(G (0), B(Hi , H)). Its norm is given by &.&=
inf &!1& & &!2 & where the infimum is taken over all the representations
.=!1*!2 . The duality results which have been established for B(G ) carry
over to B(G, B(H2 , H1)). Indeed this space is the dual of
L2(X, H1)*hX C+*(G )hX L2(X, H2),
where the duality is given, for !i # L(X, B(Hi , H)), ai # L2(X, Hi ),
T # C+*(G ) by !1*!2(a1*Ta2)=(!1a1 , L(T) !2a2), where !1 ai # L2(X, H) is
defined by !i ai (x)=!i (x) ai (x). In this case, it is usually impossible to
write an arbitrary element of the tensor product as a single elementary ten-
sor since the representation of L(X ) is no longer cyclic. On the other
hand, the dual of the above tensor product is easily identified as the space
CBX, X (C+*(G ), B(L2(X, H2), L2(X, H1))). When one specializes H1=H2 to
the trivial bundle X_Cn, this says that both definitions of B(G, Mn) agree.
Let us now define B(G, Mn*) or more generally B(G, L1(H2 , H1 )) where
H1 , H2 are two fixed Hilbert spaces. Given a representation (L, H) of G
and !i # L(X, Hh Hi ), i=1, 2, one defines .: # # G [ .(#) # H1*h H2
by .(#) =def (!1 , !2)(#)=(!1 b r(#)), (L(#)1) !2 b s(#)) (where ( , ) is the
canonical map HH1_HH2  H1*h H2 . We define B(G, H1*h H2 )
as the space of these functions and provide it with the norm &.&=
inf &!1& &!2 & , where the infimum is taken over all the representations
.=(!1 , !2). In the case H1=H2=Cn, we write B(G, Mn*). A proof similar
to the one given above shows that this space is the dual of
L2(X )*hX (C+*(G )K(H2 , H1))hX L2(X ).
The duality is given, for !i # L(X, Hh Hi ), a1 , a2 # L2(X ), T # C+*(G )
K(H2 , H1) by
(!1 , !2)(a1*Ta2)=(a1!1 , (L1)(T ) a2 !2).
On the other hand, the dual of this tensor product is easily identified as the
space CBX, X (C+*(G )K(H2 , H1), B(L2(X )). In particular, B(G, Mn*) can
be identified with CBX, X (C+*(G )Mn , B(L2(X )).
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2.4. The Duality between A(G ) and VN(G )
We equip B(G ) and A(G ) with the operator space structure A(G, Mn)/
B(G, Mn).
Proposition 2.4. Let (G, *, +) be a measured groupoid with unit space
G (0)=X. Then
(i) Every element u of L2(X)*hX B(G)hX L2(X) can be written
u=a*.b with a, b # L2(X ) and . # B(G ).
(ii) For u # L2(X )*hX B(G )hX L2(X), &u&=inf &a&2 & &.& &b&2
over all the possible representations u=a*.b.
(iii) The above statements hold with A(G ) in place of B(G).
Proof. Every element U # L2(X )*h B(G )h L2(X ) admits a represen-
tation U=ij ai*.ij bj with [ai1], [bj1] # L2(X, l 2) and [.ij ] # B(G, B(l 2)).
Let us assume that &U&<1. Then, we may impose that &[ai1]&=
&[bj1 ]&=1 and &[.ij ]&<1. By definition of B(G, B(l 2)), there exist a
representation (L, H) of G and !, ’ # L(X, B(l 2, H)) such that
.ij=(!=i , ’=j ), where (=i ) is the canonical basis of l 2 and we may impose
that &!&<1 and &’&<1. As before, we introduce a=( |ai | 2)12,
b=( |bj | 2)12 and we write ai=hia, bj=kj b. We have a, b # L2(X ),
&a&2=&b&2=1, hi , kj # L(X ) and  |hi | 2(x)= |kj | 2 (x)=1 for almost
every x. We introduce the vectors !$= hi !=i , ’$= j kj’=j # L(X, H).
They satisfy &!$&<1 and &’$&<1. Moreover, the image u of U in
L2(X )*hX B(G )hX L2(X ) can be written u=ij (hi a)* .ij (kjb)=a*.b,
where .=(!$, ’$). We have realized the representation u=a*.b with
&a&2 &.& &b&2<1. The proof for A(G) is identical. In this case, the
representation (L, H) is a multiple of the regular representation. K
We have established above a duality between X(G )=L2(X )*hX
C+*(G)hX L2(X ) and B(G) given by .(a*Tb)=(a!, L(T ) b’) for
a, b # L2(X ), T # C+*(G ) and .=(!, ’) a coefficient of the representation L.
If L is a multiple of the regular representation, the above expression is well
defined for T # VN(G ) and T [ (a!, L(T)b’) is a normal linear functional
on VN(G ). As we shall see, this provides another description of the predual
of VN(G ).
Lemma 2.3. Let Hi , i=1, 2 and H be measurable Hilbert bundles
over X.
(i) Given a # B(Cn, L2(X, H1)) and ! # L(X, B(H1 , H2)), we can
define V=!a # B(Cn, L2(X, H2)) by V*=!(a*). Moreover &V&&!& &a&.
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(ii) Conversely, given V # B(Cn, L2(X, H)), there exists a # B(Cn,
L2(X, Cn)) and ! # L(X, B(Cn, H)) such that V=!a and &V&=&!& &a&.
Proof. (i) Since ! is a diagonal operator and a* belongs to L2(X, H1),
!(a*) belongs to L2(X, H2) and &!(a*)&2&!& &a*&2&!& &a& &*&2 .
For (ii), let V be in B(Cn, L2(X, H)). Then we can define for every
x # X a bounded operator V(x) # B(Cn, Hx) such that the equality
(V*)(x)=V(x)* holds for every * # Cn and every x in the complement of
a set of measure 0. Let V(x)=!(x) a(x) be the polar decomposition of
V(x) with a(x)=(V*(x) V(x))12 # B(Cn, Cn) and !(x) # B(Cn, Hx) a partial
isometry. This defines ! # L(X, B(Cn, H)) and a # B(Cn, L2(X, Cn)) by the
formula a(*)(x)=a(x)*. We have V=!a, &!&=1 and &a&=&V&. K
Theorem 2.3. The predual VN(G)
*
is completely isometric to the
module Haagerup tensor product L2(X )*hX A(G )hX L2(X ).
Proof. Given integers p, q, r, s, a # Mqp(L2(X ))=B(C p, L2(X, Cq)),
b # Mrs(L2(X ))=B(Cs, L2(X, Cr)) and .=!*’ # A(G, Mqr), where as
before ! # L(X, B(Cq, H)), ’ # L(X, B(Cr, H)) and (L, H) is a
multiple of the regular representation of G, we define a linear map
u: VN(G )  Mps by
(*, u(T )+)=((!a)*, L(T )(’b)+)
where * # Cp, + # Cs and we have used the notation of the lemma. The
elements (!a)* and (’b)+ belong to L2(X, H) and satisfy the norm
estimates &(!a)*&2&!& &a& &*&2 and &(’b)+&2&’& &b& &+&2 . One
deduces that u is normal and completely bounded with &u&cb
&!& &a& &’& &b& and therefore that &u&cb&a* x . x b&. Moreover, the
map a* x . x b [ u is L(X )-linear. We thus obtain a completely con-
tractive linear map from L2(X )*hX A(G)hXL2(X ) into VN(G )* .
Let us show that it is completely isometric and onto. Let n be an integer
and let u be a completely bounded linear map from VN(G ) into Mn . It
admits the Stinespring’s representation u(T )=V*L(T )W, where (L, H )
is a representation of VN(G ) and V, W are bounded operators from
Cn into H. We may also assume that &u&cb=&V& &W&. If moreover u is
normal, we can assume that (L, H ) is the regular representation. We are
using here the fact VN(G ) is in standard form in H=L2(G, + b *) (see [10]
or [19]). We write H=L2(X, H) where H=L2(G, *) is the regular
G-Hilbert bundle and apply the lemma to V and W. Thus we may write
V=!a and W=’b with a, b # B(Cn, L2(X, Cn)) and !, ’ # L(X, B(Cn, H))
and &V&=&!& &a&, &W&=&’& &b&. Therefore u is the image of
a* x !*’ x b # Mn(L2(X )*hX A(G )hX L2(X )) and this element has
norm not greater than &u&cb . K
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Proposition 2.5. Every element of A(G )+ is of the form .=(!, !) with
! # L(G (0), L2(G, *)).
Proof. We choose a # L2(G (0)) strictly positive. As VN(G ) is in standard
form in H=L2(G, + b *), there exists !1 # L2(G, + b *)=L2(G (0), L2(G, *))
such that a*.a=(!1 , !1). This implies that !1 can be written !1=a! with
! # L(G (0), L2(G, *)) and that .=(!, !). K
Remark 2.3. Let us make this theorem explicit in the following extreme
cases. For G=X reduced to its unit space, this is just the fact that
L2(X )*hX L2(X )=L1(X ). Note that this gives a convenient description
of the operator space structure of L1(X ). In the case of a group, this is the
well known fact that A(G ) is the predual of VN(G ). In the case G=X_X,
where (X, +) is a measure space, this says that every trace class operator T
on L2(X ) has a kernel T(x, y)=a(x) .(x, y) b( y) where a, b # L2(X ) and .
is a Hilbertian function. This kernel is well behaved in the sense that it can
be restricted to the diagonal. Moreover, its trace norm is given as the
infimum of the &a&2 &.& &b&2 ’s and this infimum is reached.
3. MULTIPLIERS OF THE FOURIER ALGEBRA
3.1. The Multiplier Algebra of the Fourier Algebra
Since A(G ) contains a bounded approximate unit for L(G ), the multi-
plier algebra MA(G ) of the Fourier algebra A(G ) is naturally identified
with an involutive subalgebra of L(G). It is endowed with the norm
&.&MA(G )=sup[&.&A(G ) , &&A(G )1]. Since A(G) is an ideal in B(G ),
there is a norm decreasing inclusion of B(G ) into MA(G ).
The multipliers of A(G ) have a C*-algebraic interpretation. Let . be in
MA(G). By transposition, pointwise multiplication by . defines a bounded
linear map of VN(G ) into itself which has the same norm. More precisely,
Proposition 3.1. Let (G, *, +) be a measured groupoid. For . # L(G ),
the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) Pointwise multiplication by . defines a bounded linear map from
A(G ) into itself of norm less than one.
(ii) Pointwise multiplication by . defines a bounded linear map from
VN(G ) into itself of norm less than one.
Proof. (i) O (ii). Let M. be the multiplier defined by .. Because of the
L(G (0))-linearity of M. and of the norm estimate of Proposition 2.4,
1M.1 defines a bounded linear map of L2(X )*hX A(G )hX L2(X )
into itself of norm less than one. Its transpose is a bounded linear map of
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VN(G) into itself of norm less than one, which is given by pointwise multi-
plication by . on Cc(G) (viewed as a subalgebra of VN(G)).
(ii) O (i). We will first show that for every  # A(G), . belongs to
B(G ). According to Theorem 2.1, it suffices to check that it defines a
bounded linear functional on L2(X )*hX C+*(G)hX L2(X ). Choose
f # Cc(G ) and a, b # L2(G (0)). Then (., a*fb)=(a*b, .f ) and
|(a*b, .f ) |&a*b&VN(G )
*
&.f &VN(G )
&a.b&VN(G )
*
& f &VN(G)
&a&2 &.&A(G ) &b&2 & f &C +*(G) .
This shows that . belongs to B(G ) and has norm less than one. Since
. has r-compact support if  has, multiplication by . maps A(G ) into
itself.
Definition 3.1. An element of L(G ) satisfying the above equivalent
properties is called a multiplier of the Fourier algebra A(G ); its multiplier
norm is the norm of the bounded linear map from A(G ) (or from VN(G ))
into itself it defines. The space of multipliers of A(G ) is denoted by MA(G ).
Remark 3.1. In the case where G is the trivial groupoid X_X, with X
discrete, the multipliers of A(G ) are exactly the Schur multipliers, i.e. the
matrices which define by Schur multiplication a bounded linear map from
B(l 2(X )) into itself.
Proposition 3.2. Let . be an element of MA(G). Then the following
conditions are equivalent:
(i) . defines a CB map from A(G) into itself.
(ii) . defines a CB map from VN(G ) into itself.
Moreover the CB-norms coincide.
Proof. (i) O (ii). Let us assume that . defines by multiplication a CB
map from A(G ) into itself of CB norm less than one: for every integer p
and every  # Mp(A(G)), we have &.& p&& p . Hence for every p, q,
every a, b # Mpq(L2(X )) and every  # Mp(A(G)), we have
&.(a* x  x b)&q=&a* x . x b&q
&a& pq &.&p &b&pq
&a&pq &&p &b&pq .
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This shows that . defines a CB map from L2(X )*hX A(G )hX L2(X )
into itself of norm less than one. Its transpose is a CB map from VN(G )
into itself of norm less than one.
(ii) O (i). We now assume that for every p, q, every a1 , b1 #
Mpq(L2(X )) and every  # Mp(A(G)), we have
&a1* x . x b1&q&a1&pq &&p &b1 &pq .
We fix p and  # Mp(A(G )) and we show that &.&p&&p . We com-
pute these norms by identifying Mp(A(G)) as a subspace of CB(C+*(G ),
B(L2(X ) p)). We have to show that for every integer n, every a, b # L2(X ) pn
and every f # Cc(G)n , we have
|(a, (.1n)( f )b)|&a& &&p & f &n &b&.
We identify L2(X ) pn as L(X ) p h Cn and write a=a1 x a2 , b=b1 x b2
with a1 , b1 # M1, q(L2(X ) p)=Mp, q(L2(X )) and a2 , b2 # Mq, 1(Cn)=Mn, 1(Cq).
Then we can write
(a, (.1n)( f )b)=(a1* x . x b1 , a2* x f x b2)
where a1* x . x b1 is an element of Mq(L2(X )*hX A(G)hX L2(X ))=
Mq(VN(G )*) and a2* x f x b2 is viewed as an element of C
q*h VN(G )
h Cq, which is a space which contains the dual of Mq(VN*(G )) as an
isometric subspace. Therefore the absolute value of this quantity is less
than &a1* x . x b1& &a2* x f x b2&. Because of our hypothesis and of the
definition of the Haagerup norm, this is less than &a1 & pq && p &b1& pq
&a2&n1 & f &n &b2&n1 . Taking the infimum over the possible representations
of a and b, we obtain the required inequality. K
Definition 3.2. An element of MA(G) satisfying the above equivalent
properties is called a CB multiplier of the Fourier algebra A(G ); its CB
multiplier norm is the norm of the CB linear map from A(G ) (or from
VN(G)) into itself it defines. The space of CB multipliers of A(G) is
denoted by M0A(G ).
Remark 3.2. Since it is a space of completely bounded linear maps,
M0A(G ) is an operator space.
Remark 3.3. Let n be an integer and In be the trivial groupoid on a set
with n elements. Given a complex valued function . on G, we denote by
.n the function ._1n on G_In . Although the A(G_In)’s do not define a
matrix-norm structure on A(G ), it results from the previous proposition
that a multiplier . # MA(G ) is completely bounded if and only the norm
of the .$n s in MA(G_In) is bounded. Then &.&CB=sup &.n&.
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Proposition 3.3. Let (G, *, +) be a measured groupoid. We have the
following norm decreasing inclusions:
B(G )/M0A(G )/MA(G ).
Proof. Consider . # B(G ) and .n=._1n # B(G_In). The interpreta-
tion of . as an element of CB(C+*(G ), B(L2(X ))) shows that &.n&=&.&.
On the other hand, since A(G_In) is an ideal in B(G_In), we have that
for  # A(G_In), .n  is an element of A(G_In) and &.n &&.n & &&.
This shows that . belongs to M0A(G ) with a norm less than &.&. The
other norm decreasing inclusion is clear. K
We have seen that the elements of L(G ) which multiply C+*(G ) into
itself are automatically completely bounded (and are precisely the elements
of B(G )). This is no longer the case for the multipliers of VN(G ). We shall
give a condition ensuring that every multiplier of VN(G ) is completely
bounded.
Proposition 3.4. Let (G, *, +) be a measured groupoid. Then, the follow-
ing conditions are equivalent:
(i) The trivial representation is weakly contained in the regular
representation.
(ii) The regular representation is faithful on C+*(G ).
(iii) A(G ) is dense in B(G ) in the weak* topology.
(iv) There exists a net (ei ) in A(G )+ which converges to 1 # B(G ) in
the topology _(B(G), X(G ) ). K
(v) There exists a net (!i ) in L(G (0), L2(G, *)) such that
(a) x [ &!i (x)&2 tends to 1 in the weak* topology of L(G (0)).
(b) the coefficients (!i , !i ) converge to 1 in the weak* topology of
L(G).
Proof. It is known that (i) and (ii) are equivalent: if the regular
representation is faithful, any state of C+*(G ) is a weak limit of a net con-
sisting of vector states of the regular representation. Conversely, if the
trivial representation is weakly contained in the regular representation,
tensoring by the trivial representation shows that every representation is
weakly contained in a multiple of the regular representation. Therefore the
regular representation is faithful.
(iii) O (ii). Let T # C+*(G ) be such that Reg(T)=0. Then for every
a, b # L2(X ) and . # A(G ), (a*Tb, .)=(Reg(T ), a*.b)=0, where a*Tb
is viewed as an element of B(G )
*
and a*.b as an element of VN(G )
*
. By
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density of A(G ), this implies that a*Tb=0. One deduces that for every
representation L living on +, L(T )=0 and therefore T=0.
(ii) O (iv). Assume that (ii) holds. Then the regular representation is
also faithful on C+*(G)
t
. If l=a*Ta # X(G )
t+, with a cyclic and T0
vanishes on A(G )+, then Reg(T )=0, hence T=0 and l=0. This shows
that A(G )+ is dense in B(G)+ in the topology _(B(G ), X(G)
t
). In par-
ticular, there is a net (ei ) in A(G )+ converging to 1 in this topology.
(iv) O (iii). Let . be an arbitrary element of B(G ). Then .ei belongs
to A(G ) and weak* converges to .. Indeed, for every a*Tb # B(G )
*
,
(.ei )(a*Tb)=ei (a*.Tb) converges to 1(a*.Tb)=.(a*Tb). We have used
the fact that B(G) multiplies C+*(G).
(iv) O (v). We have seen that every element ei # A(G )+ is of the form
ei=(!i , !i ) where !i # L(G (0), L2(G, *)). Moreover, the dualities which we
are using embed L1(G (0)) and L1(G) into X(G )
t
).
(v) O (i). Let a*1a be a vector state of the trivial representation, with
a # L2(G (0)) and &a&2=1. Then a*eia=(a!i , a!i) is a positive linear func-
tional associated with the regular representation. Since, by (a), the norms
&a!i &2 tend to 1, we may assume that they are bounded. Therefore, in
order to check the convergence of a*eia to a*1a, it suffices to check the
convergence on the elements of the dense subalgebra LI (G ). This con-
vergence results from (b). K
Definition 3.3. The measured groupoid (G, *, +) is called amenable if
it satisfies the above equivalent conditions.
Remark 3.4. The condition (v) of the above proposition is essentially
the definition given in [19] of an amenable measured groupoid and is
equivalent to the existence of an approximate invariant mean. It would be
desirable to require that the net (!i ) is bounded but I don’t know if this
can always be achieved.(1)
Proposition 3.5. Let (G, *, +) be an amenable measured groupoid, then
MA(G)=B(G ).
Proof. Let . be a multiplier of A(G ) of norm less than M. Then,
pointwise multiplication by . defines a bounded linear map from VN(G )
into itself, which has the same norm. Since the norms of VN(G ) and of
C+*(G) coincide, it also defines a bounded linear map from C+*(G ) into
itself with the same norm. According to Theorem 2.2, . belongs to B(G )
and has a norm less than M. K
1 Note added in proof: This is established in a forthcoming paper by C. Anantharaman and
the author.
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3.2. Homomorphisms
Let G and H be groupoids and ?: H  G be a homomorphism. For a
function . defined on G, the function . b ? will also be denoted by ?*.. We
shall study this transposed map ?* on various algebras of functions on the
groupoid G.
Suppose that G and H are measured groupoids with respective measures
(&G , +G) and (&H , +H). If ? is measurable and ?*&H is absolutely con-
tinuous with respect to &G , then ?* is a norm decreasing homomorphism
from L(G ) into L(H ). If we only assume that ?
*
(0)+H is absolutely con-
tinuous with respect to +G , then we can still define ?* as a norm decreasing
homomorphism from B(G ) into B(H ). Indeed the element . of B(G) can
be written as a coefficient (!, ’) where ! and ’ are essentially bounded sec-
tions of a G-Hilbert bundle H. Then ! b ?(0) and ’ b ?(0) are essentially
bounded sections of the induced H-Hilbert bundle ?*H and we define ?*.
as the coefficient (! b ?(0), ’ b ? (0)). The element of B(H ) so obtained does
not depend of the representation of . as a coefficient and satisfies
&?*.&B(H )&.&B(G ). Moreover, if ? is r-proper, in the sense that the
inverse image of an r-compact subset of G by ? is r-compact, then ?* maps
A(G ) into A(H ).
In the case ?: G_H  G is the first projection, ?*. is denoted by ._1.
As before, In denotes the trivial groupoid on a set with n elements.
Lemma 3.1. Let I be a trivial groupoid and ?: G_I  G the first projec-
tion, then ?*: B(G)  B(G_I ) is a complete isometry.
Proof. We show that ?* is an isometry and leave the general case to the
reader. Suppose that . # B(G) is written as a coefficient (!, ’) where !
and ’ are essentially bounded sections of the G_I-Hilbert bundle H.
Since G and G_I are Morita equivalent, H is, up to isomorphism, an
induced bundle ?*H$, where H$ is a G-Hilbert bundle. Thus, for a.e.
(#, (i, j ) # G_I, .(#)=(!(r(#), i ), L(#) ’(s(#), j ). By Fubini’s theorem, there
exists (i0 , j0) # I such that the equality above holds for a.e. #. This shows
that &.&B(G )&!& &’& , hence &.&B(G )&._1&B(G_I ) . K
Remark 3.5. The result is still valid for any homomorphism ?: H  G
which implements a Morita equivalence between H and G.
Proposition 3.6. Let , be an element of L(G ). Then the following
conditions are equivalent:
(i) , belongs to M0A(G ) and has norm less than one.
(ii) For every measured groupoid H, ,_1 belongs to MA(G_H ) with
norm less than one.
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Proof. (i) O (ii). Pointwise multiplication m, by , defines a _-weakly
continuous CB map from VN(G ) into itself with CB-norm less than one.
According to [5, 1.5.b], it extends uniquely to a _-weakly continuous map
m~ , from VN(G ) VN(H ) (the spatial tensor product) into itself of norm
less than one such that
m~ ,(ab)=m,(a)b
for every a # VN(G ) and b # VN(H ). We can identify VN(G ) VN(H ) and
VN(G_H ). Thus (ii) results from Proposition 3.1. The reverse implication
has been observed in Remark 3.3 (it suffices to consider H=In for all
n’s). K
The following result emphasizes the good behaviour of the CB multiplier
algebra with respect to groupoid homomorphisms.
Proposition 3.7. Let G and H be measured groupoids and ?: H  G be
a measurable homomorphism such that ?
*
(0)+H O+G . Then, ?*: B(G )  B(H )
extends to a completely contractive homomorphism ?*: M0A(G )  M0 A(H ).
Proof. Let , # M0A(G ) be given. Propositions 3.6 and 3.1 tell us that
pointwise multiplication by 1_, defines a _-weakly continuous linear map
m from VN(H_G ) into itself. On the other hand, the homomorphism
id_?: H  H_G induces an injective homomorphism L: VN(H ) 
VN(H_G ). One checks that m sends the image of VN(H ) into itself.
Therefore, there exists a unique _-weakly continuous linear map n of norm
less than &,&M 0A(G ) from VN(H ) into itself such that m b L=L b n. One
checks that the transposed map from A(H ) into itself is a multiplier,
denoted by ?*,. Replacing G by G_In shows that ?*, is completely
bounded with norm less than &,&M0 A(G ) . This defines the map
?*: M0A(G )  M0 A(H). In case ?*&H O&G , ?* is the restriction toM0A(G ) of the well defined homomorphism ?*: L(G )  L(H ). K
Recall that, given a groupoid G, a (left) G-space X comes equipped with
a surjection r=?(0) : X  G (0) and a multiplication G V X  X, where G V X
denotes the set of composable pairs (#, x) where s(#)=r(x). The associated
semi-direct product is the set H=G V X with unit space X, multiplication
law (#$, #x)(#, x)=(#$#, x) and inverse (#, x)&1=(#&1, #x). We assume here
that X and G are locally compact and that these operations are continuous.
The Haar system of G defines the Haar system of H. We assume that G and
H are equipped with quasi-invariant measures +G and +H such that
r
*
+H O+G .
Proposition 3.8. Let X be a right G-space as above, H=G V X the semi-
direct product groupoid and ? the projection homomorphism of H onto G.
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(i) Let , be in L(G ) and ?*, be its image in L(H ). Then, ,
belongs to M0A(G) if and only if ?*, belongs to M0A(H). Moreover they
have then the same norm.
(ii) The induced homomorphism ?*: M0A(G )  M0 A(H ) is an
isometry.
Proof. We assume that ?*, is in MA(H ) and call m the _-weakly con-
tinuous linear map m from VN(H ) into itself it defines. The action of G on
H by left multipliers induces an injective homomorphism L from VN(G )
into VN(H ). One checks that m maps the image of VN(G ) into itself. Thus,
there exists a unique _-weakly continuous linear map n of norm less than
&?*,&MA(H) from VN(H ) into itself such that m b L=L b n. One checks that
n agrees with pointwise multiplication by ,. Therefore ? is in MA(G) and
&,&MA(G )&?*,&MA(H ) . The reverse assertion has already been shown. The
property (ii) results from (i). K
The most fundamental G-space is the space G itself, where G acts by left
translations. The corresponding semi-direct product is the groupoid G (2).
This groupoid is amenable in any possible sense, since it is the principal
groupoid associated with the quotient map r: G  G (0). Its C*-algebra
C*(G (2))=C*red (G (2)) is the continuous trace C*-algebra associated
with the continuous field of Hilbert spaces x [ L2(G, *x). We choose the
realization
G (2)=G V G=[(#, #$) # G_G: r(#)=r(#$)].
Then, the fundamental homomorphism ?: G V G  G is given by
?(#, #$)=#&1#$. We assume as usual that G is equipped with a Haar system
* and a quasi-invariant measure +. Then G V G is equipped with the Haar
system *#=$#_*r(#) and the invariant measure + b *.
M. Krein has put forward in [12], in the case when G is a group, the
relation between B(G ) and B(G_G ) and proved that ?* is isometric when
G is amenable. This remains true in our context. The following result,
which generalizes [4], clarifies this relation.
Theorem 3.1. Let (G, *, +) be a measured groupoid and let ?: G V G  G
be the fundamental homomorphism. Then ?* is an isometry from M0A(G )
onto the G-invariant elements of B(G V G).
Proof. We know from Proposition 3.8(ii) that ?*: M0A(G ) 
M0A(G V G) is isometric. But we have M0 A(G V G)=B(G V G ) because
G V G is amenable. K
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Definition 3.4. The G-invariant elements of B(G V G) are called the
HerzSchur multipliers of G.
3.3. Characterization of the Absolute Fourier Multipliers
F. Lust-Picquart and G. Pisier have established in [14] the following
version of the non-commutative Grothendieck theorem. The following
statement is taken from [17].
Theorem 3.2. Let A be a C*-algebra, n an integer, T1 , ..., Tn # A and
|1 , ..., |n # A*. Then the following inequality holds:
}:
n
1
|i (Ti )}|T n ":
n
1
zi|i"
*
dz _":
n
i
TiTi*"
12
+":
n
i
Ti*Ti"
12
& .
We recall that &ni Ti Ti*&
12 is the norm of the row vector
[T1n ]=[T1 , ..., Tn ] and &ni Ti*Ti&12 is the norm of the column vector
[Tn1 ]= t[T1 , ..., Tn].
We are going to apply this result in the case where A=C+*(G ) is the
C*-algebra of the measured groupoid (G, *, +) and deduce the following
theorem.
Theorem 3.3. Let (G, *, +) be a measured groupoid, n an integer,
f1 , ..., fn # Cc(G ) and .1 , ..., .n # A(G ). Then the following inequality holds:
}:
n
1
| .i(#) fi (#) d&(#) }2 |T n ":
n
1
zi.i"A(G ) dz [:r( f )+:c( f )],
where :r[resp. :c] denotes the norm of L2(X )*hX M1n(C+*(G ))hX L2(X )
[resp. L2(X )*hX Mn1(C+*(G ))hX L2(X )] and f=( f1 , ..., fn) is viewed as
an element of both spaces.
Proof. We proceed as in [17]. By homogeneity, we may assume that
:r( f )+:c( f )=1. Given =>0, there exist non-vanishing a, b # L2(G (0)), and
R1 , ..., Rn # Cc(G ) such that
fi=aRi b &a&2=&b&2=1 and &[R1 , ..., Rn]&M1n(C +*(G))(1+=):r( f ).
Similarly, one can find non-vanishing c, d # L2(G (0)) and S1 , ..., Sn # Cc(G )
such that
fi=cSi d &c&2=&d&2=1 and &t[S1 , ..., Sn ]&M n1(C+*(G))(1+=) :c( f ).
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Finally, we define a$ and b$ by a$2=:r( f )a2+:c( f )c2 and b$2=
:r( f )b2+:c( f ) d 2. Then &a$&2=&b$&2=1 and we may write a=ha$ and
b=kb$ with h and k bounded by 1- :r( f ). Writing R$i=hRi k, we obtain
fi=a$R$i b$ &a$&2=1 &b$&2=1 and ": R$iRi$*"
12
1+=
and similarly
fi=a$S$ib$ &a$&2=1 &b$&2=1 and ": Si$*S$i"
12
1+=.
Then, we may assume that R$i=S$i . The desired inequality results from
Theorem 3.2 with Ti=Ri=Si and |i=a$.ib$. Indeed,
}:
n
1
| .i (#) fi (#) d&(#)}= }:
n
1
(a$.ib$)(Ti )}2(1+=) | ":
n
1
zia$.ib$"
*
dz
and
"a$ \:
n
1
zi .i+ b$"
*
&a$&2 ":
n
1
zi.i"A(G ) &b$&2=":
n
1
zi.i"A(G ) K
We assume from now on that G is r-discrete. The following lemma gives
an estimate of the norms :r( f ) and :c( f ) when the functions f1 , ..., fn are
supported on bisections, that is, sets on which the restrictions of the maps
r and s are one-to-one.
Lemma 3.2. Assume that G is r-discrete and that + has module $. Let f
be in Cc(G ) and let S1 , ..., Sn be a cover of supp f by open disjoint bisections.
Let fi be the restriction of f to Si . Then, for every .1 , ..., .n # B(G), we have:
}:
n
1
| .i fi d& }&.&B(G, M*1n) | \| | f | 2 $ d*x+
12
d+(x)
and
}:
n
1
| .i fi d& }&.&B(G, M*n1) | \| | f | 2 $&1 d*x+
12
d+(x).
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Proof. We write .i as a coefficient: .i=(!, ’i ) with !, ’i # L(G (0), H).
We then have:
:
n
1
| .i fi d&=:
n
1
| (! b r(#), L(#) ’i (x)) fi (#) $12(#) d*x(#) d+(x)
=:
n
1
| (! b r(Six), L(Si x) ’i (x)) fi (Six) $12(Six) d+(x).
We have taken into account the fact that for a given i and a given x,
there is at most one element #=Si x in Si with source x. Therefore,
}:
n
1
| .i fi d& }:
n
1
| &! b r(Si x)& &’i (x)& | fi (Six)| $12(Six) d+(x)
sup
y
&!( y)& | :
n
1
&’i (x)& | fi (Six)| $12(Six) d+(x)
sup
y
&!( y)& | \:
n
1
&’i (x)&2+
12
_\:
n
1
| fi (Six)| 2 $(Six)+
12
d+(x)
sup
y
&!( y)& sup
y \:
n
1
&’i ( y )&2+
12
_| \:
n
1
| fi (Six)| 2 $(Six)+
12
d+(x)
sup
y
&!( y)& sup
y \:
n
1
&’i ( y )&2+
12
_| \ :s(#)=x | fi (#)|
2 $(#)+
12
d+(x).
This gives the first inequality. The other inequality is proved in the same
fashion. K
Combining this lemma with the previous theorem, one obtains the
following result:
Proposition 3.9. Assume that G is r-discrete and that + has module $.
Let f be in Cc(G ) with compact support K, and let S1 , ..., Sn be a cover of
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K by open disjoint bisections. Then, for every bounded measurable function .
on G, we have:
} | .f d& }2 |T n &zS.&A(G ) dz _| \| | f | 2 $ d*x+
12
d+(x)
+| \| | f | 2 $&1 d*x+
12
d+(x)& ,
where zS(#)=zi if # # Si and zS(#)=0 otherwise.
Proof. We apply the theorem to fi=f |S i and .i=. |S i and use the
estimate of :r( f ) and :c( f ) provided by the lemma. K
Corollary 3.1. Let . be a bounded measurable function on G. Then the
following conditions are equivalent:
(i) There exists a partition of G by a countable family of open bisec-
tions Si such that =. belongs to B(G ) for every bounded function = constant
on each Si .
(ii) . admits a decomposition .=.(1)+.(2) where .(1) and .(2)
satisfy, respectively,
sup
x
:
s(#)=x
|.(1)(#)| 2< and sup
x
:
r(#)=x
|.(2)(#)| 2<.
(iii). For every bounded measurable function =, =. belongs to B(G ).
Proof. (i) O (iii). By the closed graph theorem, there exists a constant
M such that for every = # l (N), we have & =i. |Si &B(G )M &=& . Then
for every finite subfamily SF=(Si ) i # F and every z # TF, we have
&zS F .&A(G )M. Hence for every f # Cc(G), it holds that
} | .f d& }2M__| \| | f | 2 $ d*x+
12
d+(x)+| \| | f | 2 $&1 d*x+
12
d+(x)& .
This says that . defines a bounded linear functional of norm 2M on
the space L1(G (0), L2(G, $*&1)) & L1(G (0), L2(G, $&1*)). Notice that in the
duality (., f ) = .f d&, the dual space of L1(G (0), L2(G, $*&1)) is
L(G (0), L2(G, *&1)) while the dual space of L1(G (0), L2(G, $&1*)) is
L(G (0), L2(G, *)). Therefore . belongs to the dual space L(G (0),
L2(G, *&1))+L(G (0), L2(G, *)).
(ii) O (iii). It suffices to consider the cases .=.(i ), i=1, 2. Suppose
for example that . belongs to L(G (0), L2(G, *)). Then so does =. for
every bounded measurable function =. To conclude, observe that every
element . # L(G (0), L2(G, *)) can be written as the coefficient .=(.~ , ’)
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where ’ is the characteristic function of G (0) (and it has a norm not greater
than &.&). The other case is similar.
(iii) O (i) is trivial. K
Remark 3.6. Suppose that G is the trivial groupoid I_I, where I is a
countable discrete space. Besides the obvious partition by singletons
[(i, j )], any group structure on I (or any multiplication law with can-
cellation) provides such a partition by bisections and a seemingly weaker
condition.
Remark 3.7. In the case when G=I_I, where I is a discrete set, the
elements of L(G (0), L2(G, *&1))+L(G (0), L2(G, *)) are known as
Littlewood matrices. We shall call them Littlewood functions in the general
case. In the case of a unimodular group G, they are simply the square-
integrable functions on G.
The following corollary is one of the main results of this section:
Theorem 3.4. The space of multipliers M(L(G ), B(G )) and the space of
Littlewood functions LT(G)=L(G (0), L2(G, *&1))+L(G (0), L2(G, *))
coincide and their norms are equivalent
(12) &.&LT&.&M(L  (G ), B(G ))&.&LT .
We study next the functions on G which multiply L(G) into the space
of completely bounded multipliers M0A(G ) (we call them the absolute
Fourier multipliers). Let ?: G V G  G be the fundamental homomorphism
?(#, #$)=#&1#$. A function  on G V G is of the form ?*.=. b ? iff it is
invariant under the diagonal action of G onto G V G, i.e. iff it satisfies
(##1 , ##2)=(#1 , #2). Recall that ?* is an isometry from M0A(G ) onto
the subspace B(G V G )G of B(G V G ) consisting of the invariant elements.
Proposition 3.10. The following space coincide and have equivalent
norms:
(i) The space of multipliers M(L(G ), M0A(G))
(ii) The space LT (G V G )G of Littlewood functions . on G V G
invariant under G.
Proof. Let . be a bounded measurable function on G which multiplies
L(G) into M0A(G ). Choose a countable partition (Si ) of G by open
bisections. Then (?&1(Si )) is a countable partition of G V G by open bisec-
tions and Corollary 3.1 applies to the function ?*.. Therefore ?*. is a
Littlewood function on G V G. Conversely, if  is a Littlewood function on
G V G invariant under G, it is of the form ?*. and it multiplies L(G V G )
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into B(G V G ). In particular, it multiplies ?*L(G ) into B(G V G )G. This
says that . multiplies L(G ) into M0A(G ). K
There is a characterization, introduced by N. Varopoulos in [22], of the
absolute Fourier multipliers which does not use the groupoid G V G.
Definition 3.5. A measurable function .: G  C will be called a
Varopoulos function if there exists M>0 such that for every measurable
subsets E, F/G and for +-almost every x,
|
E_F
|.(#&1#$)| 2 d*x(#) d*x(#$)M2 max(*x(E ), *x(F )).
The space of Varopoulos functions is denoted by Va(G) and the norm
&.&Va is the least M satisfying above condition.
Proposition 3.11. Let (G, *, +) be a measured groupoid. Then every
Littlewood function is a Varopoulos function. Moreover we have &.&Va
- 2 &.&LT .
Proof. Suppose that .(1) satisfies supx  |.(1)(#)| 2 d*x(#)M 21 . Let E
be a measurable subset of G. Then,
|
E_E
|.(1)(#&1#$)| 2 d*x(#) d*x(#$)M21 *
x(E).
One obtains similarly that if .(2) satisfies supx  |.(2)(#)| 2 d*x(#)M22 ,
then
|
E_E
|.(2)(#&1#$)| 2 d*x(#) d*x(#$)M22 *
x(E).
Hence, if . admits the Littlewood decomposition .=.(1)+.(2), then
|
E_E
|.(#&1#$)| 2 d*x(#) d*x(#$)2(M21+M
2
2) *
x(E ). K
In the case of the groupoid G V G, Varopoulos and Littlewood functions
coincide.
Proposition 3.12. Let X, Y, 0 be locally compact spaces, ?X [resp. ?Y ]
be a local homeomorphism from X [resp. Y] onto 0 and 4 be a measure on
0. Suppose that .: X_0 Y  C is a measurable function satisfying for
almost every |
:
A|_B |
|.(x, y)|2max(|A| |, |B| | )
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for every measurable sets A/X, B/Y and where A| , B| are the |-sections.
Then, one can write .=.(1)+.(2) where .(1), .(2) : X_0Y  C are
measurable functions satisfying for almost every |
:
?Y ( y )=|
|.(1)(x, y )| 21 and :
? X (x)=|
|.(2)(x, y )| 21.
Proof. This is a version of Varopoulos’ result with parameter. Let us fix
| and denote by .| the restriction of . to X|_Y| . According to [22],
one can write .|=. (1)| +.
(2)
| , where .
(1), .(2) : X|_Y|  C satisfy
:
?Y ( y)=|
|. (1)| (x, y )|
21 and :
? X (x)=|
|. (2)| (x, y )|
21.
One deduces that for every f # Cc(X_0 Y ),
} :X |_Y | .(x, y) f (x, y )} :x # X | _ :y # Y| | f (x, y )|
2&
12
+ :
y # Y |
_ :x # X | | f (x, y )|
2&
12
.
We integrate over 0 to obtain
} | .(x, y) f (x, y ) d&(x, y )}| _:y | f (x, y )|
2&
12
d+X (x)
+| _:x | f (x, y )|
2&
12
d+Y ( y ),
where &, +X , +Y are the lifts of 4 to X_0 Y, X, Y. Therefore, . defines a
bounded linear functional on the space L1(X, L2(?*XY )) & L1(Y, L2(?*Y X ))
and admits the announced representation. K
To conclude the discussion, we make the following observation.
Proposition 3.13. Let . be a bounded measurable function on G. Then
the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) . is a Varopoulos function on G with Varopoulos norm less than M.
(ii) ?*. is a Varopoulos function on G V G with Varopoulos norm less
than M.
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Proof. Assume (i). By definition, for every measurable subsets E, F of G
and for almost every x, we have
|
E_F
|.(#&1#$)| 2 d*x(#) d*x(#$)M2 max(*x(E ), *x(F )).
But this is equivalent to
|
G V E_G V F
|?*.(#1 , #2)| 2 d*#(#, #1) d*#(#, #2)M2*#(G V E )
for almost every #. Hence the required property is satisfied for the subsets
of G V G of the form G V E, where E is a measurable subset of G. One
deduces that it is satisfied for every measurable subset E$ of G V G. The
above also shows that the converse is true. K
We obtain the following characterization.
Theorem 3.5. The absolute Fourier multipliers of G, i.e. the functions .
such that =. belongs to M0A(G ) for every measurable bounded function =,
are exactly the Varopoulos functions on G.
Remark 3.8. We deduce from the above discussion that, in the r-discrete
case, if B(G )=M0A(G ), then the Littlewood functions and the Varopoulos
functions on G coincide. In the case of a discrete group, this fact has been
already observed by M. Bozejko in [3] and J. Wysoczanski in [23] and
used to show the amenability of G. In view of the group case and of the
trivial case, it is natural to conjecture that a measured groupoid G is
amenable if and only if the Littlewood functions and the Varopoulos func-
tions on G coincide.
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